Ancient Wisdom Leadership Skills ✧ Wisdom Leadership Academy
Signature Presentations:
✦

“A Mindfulness Mistake Business Leaders Make That Leads to
Overwhelm, Stress and Being Overworked.”
✦

“The Ancient Wisdom Every Business Leader Needs To Use For Masterful Leadership.”
Using his high-powered, humorous and
heart-centered approach, John English has
been helping people live empowered lives
on purpose for 15 years. John is an awardwinning author, coach and successful
entrepreneur who has founded 4 companies
since 1990.
John has spoken and taught internationally
on topics including leadership, business,
alternative healing, the ancient wisdom of
shamanism, and the Toltec teachings.
Having founded businesses in
manufacturing, education, publishing and
coaching John has a unique combination of
business experience and an ability to relate
with the challenges people face in a variety
of work environments.
John is known for using how his audience
relates to their world in his stories to develop
rapport, and then provide insight while
inspiring participants to reach for their
greatness.

Book John Today
Contact Ryan Schwartz (623) 340-6400
ryan@johnenglishcoaching.com
JohnEnglishCoaching.com

Speaking Topics:

• Less Stress in The Workplace
• Powerful Soft Skills for Leadership and
•
•
•
•

Employee Development
Emotional Intelligence
Work Relationship Mastery
How To Establish Rapport for
Extraordinary Success
Work Without Worry

“John is an engaging and energetic speaker
as a teacher of The Ancient Wisdom
Success Secrets! These secrets have
empowered and inspired me over the last
several years and lead to building pillars of
personal growth—in my business,
relationships and health.”—Ian Murphy
President Marula Oil
“John has a real gift for using humor, rapport
and his powerful energy to help people laugh
at themselves as they learn and reach for
their potential. He has a dynamic and
animated presentation style! I use the
techniques I learned from John everyday in
meetings, team management and in
changing the energy of stress to one of
focused clarity.”—Renee Cantor
Engagement Executive

